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Our highly qualified, experienced solicitors provide legal advice for employees covering maternity rights, unfair dismissal, discrimination, harassment, redundancy and more. They will work with you closely to achieve your objectives and protect your rights as an employee.

We can act for individuals in any sector, offering independent legal advice to employees on settlement agreements, grievances or disciplinary action. Plus, we can represent you in Employment Tribunal and High Court claims.

Legal Advice For Employees

We have one of the largest employment law teams in the Midlands that can assist nationally, offering you access to a wealth of expertise in every possible workplace situation – recruitment, employment, sick leave, maternity or shared parental leave, discrimination, dismissals and retirement. 

As we work with employers, we understand employment relations from both sides of the party. We can therefore provide effective solutions.

When you instruct us to help tackle unfair workplace practices or employment law problems, you will receive expert advice tailored to your circumstances. Our experienced litigators can negotiate and review settlement agreements, advise on redundancy, TUPE, and your contract of employment, represent you through disciplinary action and discrimination disputes, obtain a work visa and answer any other questions.

If your case goes further, we have the experience to represent you in Tribunal and High Court Proceedings and secure the best outcome. Whichever route is more appropriate, our specialist solicitors will guide and support you each step of the way.

Your Employment Rights

Employment rights are in acts of law, case law and your contract of employment, and some derive from custom and practice. Understanding employment rights, and knowing if they are being breached, is the first step to ensuring you’re treated fairly at work. Here are some of the common issues we cover:

	Your rights at work – employment law basics, how your rights work, the different types of workers and how their rights can vary 
	Health and safety – your employer’s obligation to ensure a safe and healthy workplace, and your responsibilities
	Time off work – including holiday pay, sick leave and family-centred rights, such as maternity and paternity leave.


Problems At Work

We can spend up to 90,000 hours at work over our lives, and all sorts of issues can arise in that time. There are several ways to deal with these problems, including informal discussions with your employer, formal procedures put in place by your company, or even taking your case to an employment tribunal.

	Dealing with problems at work – we can analyse workplace disputes and explain your options for dealing with them
	What to do when work comes to an end – whether you’re leaving a job on good terms or bad, we have all the advice you need about dismissals, redundancy and retirement
	Discrimination – we can explain the different types of workplace discrimination, how to recognise them, and what to do if you are being treated unfairly or discriminated against.


Why Employees Turn To Us

When you choose our team, you receive:

	Our partner-led service 
	A Legal 500 recognised law firm
	A Lexcel accredited and Solicitors Regulation Authority authorised law firm
	Our comprehensive knowledge of British and International employment law
	Our nationally recognised solicitors 
	Our international network of associations across 40 countries











FAQ











Can you review the settlement agreement my employer has offered?






Absolutely. For your settlement agreement to be legally binding, it must be reviewed by an independent solicitor. Your employer will likely recommend an impartial solicitor, but our services are available if you would like to choose your own.









Can you urgently resolve a settlement agreement?






We understand that when employment and wages are at stake, you need urgent advice. So, we can provide support quickly. Contact our team to get started.









Can you review the contract of employment offered by my new employer?






Of course. We can review the contract and explain each party’s obligations before you sign.









Can you support my claim against my employer?






Yes, we can represent you in any claim and provide accurate legal support.









How do you provide legal support regarding my employment dispute?






If you need legal advice on your employment issue, contact our team for an initial consultation where we will learn about your problem and explain your options. Then we can devise a strategy going forward to rectify it.









Do you charge for an initial consultation with a Solicitor?






No, there is no charge for our initial consultation, but we will not provide legal advice in the meeting. The main concern is learning about your position and creating a strategy to resolve your issue. 









Do you offer no-win-no-fee representation?






Our pricing works around you and meets your needs.









How much do your services cost?






We offer services tailored to your needs and can work with you to find a solution that suits your budget.









Do I have to pay legal fees to settle my settlement agreement?






Typically your employer will cover your legal fees as part of your settlement agreement, though you should check whether this is the case.






















































We can help you









	With independent legal advice on a settlement agreement
	Fight an Employment Tribunal Claim
	Negotiate severance terms High Court Claim
	Consider TUPE issues effecting your employment
	Take advice on disciplinary action
	Deal with a grievance
	Answer your questions concerning a redundancy/restructure
	Answer questions concerning confidentiality and restrictive covenant provisions
	Answer questions concerning a discrimination issue
	Answer questions on application of a contract or policy
	Obtain a work visa
	Navigate any other matter concerning your employment


















Our Employment Law Solicitors

We have a team of employment solicitors who represent employers and employees, meaning they understand both parties’ intentions and obligations. They have been accredited by the Legal 500 and have years of combined experience. Discover their profiles and specialisms.
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Where Can I Get Employment Law Advice?

If you believe you have been treated unfairly at work, we can provide legal advice. Our employment lawyers based in Solihull and Birmingham regularly represent clients in Tribunals and High Court litigation and can advise on employment immigration issues across the UK and beyond.

By reaching out to our law firm, you will be looked after by an established team of expert employment law professionals with a reputation for delivering bespoke solutions that meet your objectives. Call our offices today to get started.
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What our clients say









I really appreciated Jaspaul Dubb’s sincerity and his personal support, the fact that he tried to keep costs down and agreed to oversee my termination agreement on a small budget. I would recommend him to anyone in need of an employment lawyer.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

The lawyers are all great but what makes them different is that they all genuinely care about your business, rather than treating you as simply another billable client.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

Always proactively responds in due time. Very efficient feedback according to client’s needs. Ms Pam Sidhu provides excellent advice and recommendations tailored to client’s inquiries.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

Pam Sidhu has been friendly, attentive, knowledgeable and efficient throughout all contacts. Although I have only spoken to Pam for a handful of HR issues, I genuinely feel I am speaking with an expert friend, whom I really respect. This instils a strong feeling of trust, contentment and satisfaction.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

James Leo, is one of the most approachable solicitors I have worked with, I cannot rate him highly enough and have recommended his and The Wilkes Partnership’s service on numerous occasions.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

Very proactive. Friendly and approachable. Gets the job done. James Leo is dynamic, is at the top of his game and helpful.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

James Leo is an excellent communicator who manages his clients’ expectations extremely well. He has a strong understanding of complex legal matters and to me and many of his clients, is considered a safe pair of hands. Whilst James offers a robust and pragmatic approach to claims, he also ensures that he brings a rounded and robust view of the material considerations to any legal issue. I find his appreciation of commercial, reputational and emotional matters to be amongst the best I have come across and I can rely upon him to reach a sensible, measured and effective conclusion.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

I have always found the Wilkes Partnership team to be effective communicators, highly skilled in their areas of expertise and thoroughly decent colleagues to work with. They are collaborative.


— Client Feedback – The Legal 500 2023

The approachability and knowledge of the staff at The Wilkes Partnership is simply unrivalled.


— Legal 500
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Speak to a lawyer today

On 0121 233 4333 or contact us below.
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Your legal partner for life and business
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